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The ALICE experiment at LHC
ALICE is a general purpose heavy-ion (HI)
experiment also suited for global event
property studies in hadronic collisions.

Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
It was designed to cope with the high
track densities in HI collisions, therefore
its high granularity and excellent 2-track
separation.
Inner Tracking System (ITS)
It is composed of 6 layers of mixed
technology silicon detectors
(pixel, drift and strip).

Definition
The  Underlying Event is everything else but the hardest scattering in an hadronic collision.
This includes:

 Beam remnants
 Initial/Final state radiation
 Multi Partonic Interactions
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Analysis strategy
For each event the leading-track is identified. With respect to
its azimuthal direction we build three topological regions:
Towards, Transverse and Away. Then the sum−pT

(or multiplicity) of charged particles in the different regions is
evaluated. The activity in the Transverse region gives an
estimate of the Underlying Event. This  area
is less sensitive to the jet fragmentation.

Settings:
 pT > 0.15 GeV/c
 |η| < 0.8
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Track selection
Tracks are reconstructed using the combined information from  ITS and TPC. Cuts are optimized to
minimize the contamination from secondary particles produced in the ITS layers or from
strangeness decays. We  require hits in the first 3 silicon layers and apply a pT dependent DCAXY cut.

Leading-track misidentification:
The same cuts are applied to the leading-
track. If the latter fails to be reconstructed and
another track is used to define the topological
regions, two bias can occur:

  bin migration along track pT axis
 event disorientation in the azimuthal
coordinate

We correct for both effects with a data-driven
procedure.

Data correction procedure
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EVENT LEVEL:
 trigger
 vertex reconstruction
 leading-track
misidentification

TRACK LEVEL:
 efficiency
 contamination

 track cuts
 particle composition
 model dependence
 non closure in MC

 cosmic showers
 pile-up events
 beam-gas events
 material budget
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Underlying Event activity vs. hard scale
At low values of leading track pT we observe a steep increase of the particle multiplicity or sum-pT. In
this region diffractive events are also present and the leading-track is not necessarily related to an
outgoing parton from QCD scattering. At higher values of leading-track pT the multiplicity distribution
saturates in a plateau, indicating the independence of the bulk particle production from the hard
scale.

Azimuthal correlations
We measured the azimuthal correlation between all tracks and the leading one. The distribution is
plotted for different leading-track pT ranges.  This representation of the event activity is
particularly useful in the comparison with Monte Carlo models.
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In the case of the sum pT at √s = 7 TeV the distribution does not reach a saturation value.

MULTIPLICITY DENSITY IN TRANSVERSE REGION

SUM pT DENSITY IN TRANSVERSE REGION

For instance the three topological regions are simultaneously visible, which gives a clear picture of
the agreement of each theoretical prediction with respect to the jet fragmentation process
(Towards and Away regions) or the Underlying Event (Transverse region).

 We have characterized the Underlying event in pp collisions at √s = 0.9 and 7 TeV
with the ALICE detector. Data are corrected to the particle level.

 The overall agreement between data and Monte Carlo predictions (Pythia/Phojet) is of
the order of 10-30%. Models systematically underestimate the data in the Transverse
region.

 We observed roughly a factor 2 increase in Underlying Event activity from the collision
energy of 0.9 TeV to 7 TeV.

Understand particle production mechanisms at LHC:
at high momentum transfers perturbative QCD is the appropriate tool, while the dynamics of the
bulk of low momentum interactions needs to be constrained by data. Therefore suited
observables have to be defined and compared to phenomenological models.

 Correct the measured jet energy from the soft component of the Underlying Event,
for a fair comparison with NLO p-QCD.

 A di-jet event is not a mere superposition of two jets and a Minimum Bias event.
In fact gluon radiation and Multi Partonic Interactions (MPI) play an important role at hard
scales, correlating the jet with the rest of the event.


